
Portable Vale V10

Multifunctional 
Body Slimming Machine

What the Portable Vale V10 slimming machine can do for you.

The desktop V10 slimming weight loss comprehensive instrument is a multifunctional operating system integrated 
instrument that combines the body and the face, which can improve problems such as body obesity and facial aging. 
The instrument acts on the human subcutaneous fat cells through a safe high-frequency energy wave and is generated 
inside the fat cells. The same frequency resonance generates powerful shock waves, free radicals and high-speed 
microjets. Safely decompose the fat cell wall from inside to generate cell debris and free fat. Cell debris is engulfed by 
phagocytes, and free fat is metabolized to the liver via lymph and blood.

It can effectively improve the curve of the legs, lift the sagging buttocks, reduce the abdomen, enhance the firmness of 
the skin, and improve the stubborn hardened cellulite.  Compared with traditional treatment methods, the advantage is 
that it is non-invasive and does not cause any damage to the body.

 

 

R79 999.00Slimming at a V10 rate, is the right rate!

40K Cavitation Head
The sound wave emitted by the strong sound wave head with strong sound waves up to 
40000HZ, the energy wave enters the subcutaneous fat cells of the human body, and 
generates the same frequency resonance inside the fat to produce powerful shock waves, free 
radicals and high-speed micro jets. Decompose to produce cell debris and free fat. Cell debris 
is engulfed by phagocytes, and free fat is metabolized to the liver via lymph and blood.

Multifunctional integrated head
Combined with two 40K strong sound waves, two BIO micro-currents, two radio frequency, 
negative pressure and infrared lamps, the multi-function handle first uses 40K strong sound 
waves,

Face & Eyes Vacuum Radio-Frequency Head
Use negative pressure, radio frequency and infrared to improve aging problems such as facial 
sagging and more collagen loss, strengthen blood circulation to the face, activate sleeping 
cells, promote collagen regeneration, solve excess fat on the face and relax sagging and 
wrinkles, improve firmness Facial skin lightens wrinkles.

Multipolar Radio-Frequency
High-frequency radio frequency can quickly enhance local blood circulation, cause fatty acid 
decomposition and fat cell metabolism, promote blood circulation, tighten skin, and achieve 
the effect of slimming and shaping.

3D Vacuum Radio-Frequency Head
Using advanced vacuum negative pressure liposuction technology, combined with infrared 
rays that can reach a depth of 650nm, and at the same time with the role of radio frequency 
electrodes, free fat is placed, excess fat is burned and dissolved, and discharged through the 
body's metabolism to achieve improvement in orange peel Organization, slimming and 
shaping effect.

Frequency

Voltage

Size

Maximum Power

Fuse

50 Hz / 60 Hz

220V / 60Hz

65 x 65 x 65cm

800 Watt

220V - 10A / 110V - 20A


